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AGENDA ITEM 74 

Budget estimates for the financial year 1969 (con
tinued)* (A/7125, A/7205, A/7207, A/7236, A/7255, 
A/7280, A/7304, A/7336, A/7337, A/7339, A/7340, 
A/7341, A/7356, A/C.5/1168, A/C.5/1169 and 
Corr .1, A/C.5/1175-1179, A/C.5/1182,A/C.5/1183, 
A/C.5/1185, A/C .5/1186 and Add.1, A/C.5/1187-
1189, A/C.5/L.943, A/C.5/L.946, A/C.5/L.948, 
A/C.5/L.950, A/C.5/L.951, A/C.5/L.954, A/C.5/ 
L.956, A/C.5/L.959, A/C.5/L.960) 

First reading (continued)** (A/C.5/L.943) 

SECTION 20, UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON 
TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (A/7205, A/7207, 
A/7236, A/7280, A/7295 AND CORR.1, A/7339, 
A/C.5/1168, A/C.5/1170 AND CORR.1) 

1. Mr. BANNIER (Chairman of the Adv1sory Com
mittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions) 
said that the Advisory Committee's observations and 
recommendations on section 20 were contained in 
paragraphs 300 to 311 of its main report (A/7207), 
in its separate report (A/7339) on theUNCTAD/GATT 
International Trade Centre, in paragraph 26 of its 
report (A/7280) on the salary scales for Professional 
and higher categories and in paragraph 27 of its 
report (A/7295 and Corr.l) on the education grant, 
The total appropriation recommended by the Advisory 
Committee under section 20 amounted to $8,291,200, 
which was $136,000 les than the total requested by 
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the Secretary-General in documents A/7205 
($7 ,878,000), A/7236 ($240,600), A/C.5/1168 
($299,400) and A/C.5/1170 and Corr.1 ($9,200). That 
reduction amounted to only 1.5 per cent of the Secre
tary-General's over-all request, 

2. The estimates for 1969 were not readily com
parable with the revised appropriations for 1968, 
first because the latter included $1,917,000 expended 
on the second session of UNCTAD, held at New Delhi 
in February and March 1968, and secondly because 
the 1969 figure included a much higher UnitedNations 
contribution to the International Trade Centre-nearly 
$300,000 as against $90,000 in 1968, 

3. The Advisory Committee recommended that 
$118,000 should be saved on salaries, wages, common 
staff costs and travel of the UNCT AD Secretariat and 
of the administrative and conference services pro
vided by other United Nations offices (chapters III, 
IV, V, XI and XII). As could be seen from the Secre
tary-General's report on the supplementary estimates 
for 1968 (A/7242), the total amount surrendered by him 
under those chapters was $287,000, Similarly the 
reductions proposed for 1969 by the Advisory Com
mittee under chapter II ($10,000) and chapter IX 
($7 ,000) should be viewed against an under-expenditure 
of $100,000 and $17,000, respectively, in the initial 
appropriation for 1968, 

4, If the General Assembly approved the Advisory 
Committee's recommendations, UNCTAD's manning 
table would be increased by 4 Professional and 7 
General Service posts to a total of 296, as against 
285 in 1968. The provision for consultants would 
rise from $200,000 to $230,000 in 1969. The Advisory 
Committee was confident that with those increased 
resources the UNCT AD Secretariat would be able to 
discharge all the tasks entrusted to it by the Con
ference and by the Trade and Development Board, 

5, The total budget for the International Trade Centre 
for 1969 was to be $971,000 as against $761,600 in 
1968. As the Advisory Committee had explained in 
its report on the Centre, the figure of $971,000 was 
$80,000 les than the initial estimate for 1969 sub
mitted by UNCTAD and GATT. The Committee also 
hoped that the Centre itself would be able to make 
further savings of some $21,000 in staff and related 
costs, and that, given the very rapid growth of the 
Centre in recent years, the two partner organizations 
would bear in mind the need for a periodic assess
ment of the practical results achieved by the Centre. 
During its forthcoming visit to Geneva in May 1969, the 
Advisory Committee intended to discuss with UNCT AD 
and GATT the procedures for reviewing subsequent 
budget estimates for the Centre, together with various 
related questions, in order to ensure that agreed 
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recommendations would be submitted to the General 
Assembly and to the Contracting Parties of GATT. 

6, Mr. PREBISCH (Secretary-General of the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development) said 
that 1969 would be a year of intensive activity in 
UNCTAD. The second session of the Conference 
had been notoriously unsuccessful, and many important 
problems were therefore still outstanding and would 
have to be dealt with by the permanent machinery of 
the organization; they included such questions as the 
preferential or free entry of exports of manufactures 
and semi-manufactures of developing countries to the 
developed countries, supplementary financial 
measures and aspects of the transfer of technology. 
It was hoped that when the Trade and Development 
Board met in September 1969 it would be able to 
reach definite conclusions, especially on the first 
two of those questions. The Conference had approved 
an important programme of work on commodities, and 
as part of that programme the United Nations Sugar 
Conference had been convened recently at Geneva and 
after laborious negotiations had succeeded in con
cluding an agreement. In 1969 he hoped to see a new 
approach to the problem of cocoa which would lead to 
a satisfactory agreement on that commodity and pave 
the way for similar progress in relation to other 
commodities. 

7. The Trade and Development Board at its seventh 
session, in September 1968, had discussed ways and 
means of improving the institutional maC'hinery and 
methods of work of UNCT AD. Its decisions on that 
subject had now been submitted to the General As
semblyli for consideration. The first recommendation 
was that-since the session at New Delhi had shown 
that successful results were impossible when the 
agenda was burdened with too many varied questions
only issues of fundamental importance and issues 
which were mature for settlement, or for which further 
directives were required, should be debated at the 
Conference sessions. Secondly, the Board had recom
mended that sessions of the Conference should be 
shortened to remain within the limits of three to four 
weeks. Thirdly, it had decided to recommend that its 
own sessions should take place only once a year instead 
of twice, with the reservation that special sessions 
at a high political level might be held in order to 
consider matters of greater importance, Fourthly, it 
had recommended that the various main committees 
of the Board should hold sessions of not more than 
two weeks' duration; that could be done ifpreliminary 
studies were carried out by inter-governmental work
ing groups. Fifthly, on the subject of documentation, 
the Board had recommended that summary records 
should be provided only for the plenary meetings of 
the Board and of the main committees. Finally, it had 
recommended that UNCT AD should become a par
ticipating organization of UNDP in order to encourage 
technical assistance in the preparation of inter
regional agreements on trade, shipping, insurance 
and invisibles. 

8, A further decision of the Board had been takenU 
in response to a desire he had expressed, namely, 

U See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-third Ses
swn, Supplement No. 14, part two, annex !, decision 45 (Vll), 

that the post of Deputy Secretary-General of UNCTAD 
should be established, The work of the Conference 
had grown very onerous, and he had only with difficulty 
and at some cost tCf) his health borne the burden of 
his position unaided for the past five years, He there
fore hoped that if the recommendation was approved, 
it could be implemented without delay. 

9. With regard to the budget estimates, he wished to 
point out that the rise in staff costs was small in 
relation to the considerable increase in the work of the 
UN CT AD secretariat. The reduced appropriation under 
chapter II-$85,000 as opposed to $115,000 in 1968-
was made possible by the Board's idea of convening 
small inter-governmental groups to alleviate the task 
of the expert and advisory bodies by carrying out pre
liminary studies on certain problems, Lastly, there 
was a substantial increase in the estimated United 
Nations contribution to the UNCTAD/GATT Inter
national Trade Centre; he attached much importance 
to the work of the Centre and was glad that the Advi
sory Committee had agreed that the United Nations 
should share the cost of the Centre in 1969. He had 
also noted with satisfaction that the Advisory Com
mittee, during its forthcoming visit to Geneva in 
May 1969, was to discuss with UNCTAD and GATT the 
procedures for reviewing subsequent budget estimates 
for the Centre so that difficulties would be avoided 
in future. 

10. Mr. s. K. SINGH (India) said that his delegation 
gladly supported the recommendations ofthe Advisory 
Committee relating to section 20. The proposed reduc
tions were very small indeed, almost the smallest 
they had ever been for that section, a fact which testi
fied to the high standard of organization and manage
ment achieved by Mr. Prebisch in the fewyears since 
UNCTAD had been in existence. He recalled that the 
first session of the Conference in 1964 had raised 
certain hopes and also revealed a latent hostility; as 
the years had passed, the hopes had not been fully 
realized and the hostility had grown. That hostility 
and the spirit of competition between the developed 
countries which refused to give up their privileges 
and the developing countries whichcontinuallypressed 
them to do so had culminated in the New Delhi Con
ference, which had been a graveyard of unfulfilled 
hopes. He paid tribute to the Trade and Development 
Board for the decisions it had taken at its seventh 
session, particularly for the decision to limit the 
duration and number of meetings and the production 
of summary records, On the basis of the report sub
mitted to the General Assembly Y analysing the work 
of UNCTAD to date, his delegation and others had 
concluded that the permanent machinery of UNCT AD 
should perhaps be strengthened, not by means of 
increased budget appropriations or a new conference 
programme but by small ad hoc meetings held at the 
ministerial level to discuss specific items. The 
budgetary implications of that suggestion would be 
minor, and it might help to make UNCTAD more 
productive; he hoped the General Assembly would find 
it acceptable. The recently concluded International 
Sugar Agreement was a remarkable achievement 
in view of the vastnumberofproblemswhich UNCTAD 
had had to deal with in recent years, and his dele-

Y !bid., Supplement No. 14. 
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gation felt emboldened to hope that the Conference 
would not prove to be merely an impotent Juggernaut. 
His delegation would vote in favour of the appropria
tions under section 20, including the sum allocated 
to the International Trade Centre, and w1shed to place 
on record its deep appreciation of the valuable ser
vices rendered to UNCTAD by Mr. Prebisch. 

11, The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote 
on the Advisory Committee's recommendation under 
section 20. 

12, Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics), speaking in explanation of his vote before 
the voting, sa1d that his delegation continued to favour 
the expansion of trade on the basis of equal rights 
and the elimination of harmful practices in inter
national trade, The second session of UNCT AD had 
proved that the Western countnes as a group were 
refusing to implement the recommendations of the 
first session of the Conference, recommendations 
which had been designed to normalize and develop 
international trade and to promote the economic 
growth of the developing countries, His delegation 
therefore considered it inappropriate to try to improve 
UNCT AD's performance by expanding its manning 
table; it would be difficult for UNCT AD to play an 
effective role in the cause of trade and development 
until the Western countries took the right attitude, 
His delegation, in accordance with its known position 
on the question of staff appropriations, thought that 
the recommended expansion of UNCT AD's manning 
table should be carried but over a two-year period: 
1969-1970, It would bear that reservation in mind 
when casting its vote. 

The recommendation of the Advisory Committee 
(A/7207, para. 311; A/7280, para. 26; A/7295 and 
Corr.1, para. 27; A/7339, para. 15) for an appropriation 
of $8,291,200 under section 20 was approved on first 
reading by 80 votes to none. 

Mr. Olivier (Canada}, Vice-Chairman, took the Chair. 

AGENDA ITEM 80 

Implementation of the recommendations of the Ad Hoc 
Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances 
of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies: 

(9.) Report of the Economic and Social Council (con
tinued)* (A/7203, chap. XV); 

(~) Report of the Secretary-General (continued)* (A/ 
7124 and Add.l and Add.ljCorr.l, A/7323,A/C.5/ 
L.958) 

13. Mr. VAN GREVENYNGHE (France) said that the 
Secretary-General's most recent report (A/7124 and 
Add.l and Add.1/Corr.1) on the implementation of the 
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts 
to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the 
Specialized Agencies provided a detailed and compre
hensive picture of the state of implementation of each 
recommendation by each organization in the United 
Nations family. Thus the objectives of General As
sembly resolution 2360 (XXII) seemed to have been 
achieved. 

14. The first comment that his delegation wished to 
make on the report was that the governing bodies of 

*Resumed from the 1262nd meetmg. 

the specialized agencies had not in every case under
taken a critical examination of the reports submitted 
by their respective secretariats on measures taken 
or envisaged with a view to implementing the recom
mendations. In many cases, they had merely taken 
note of or simply accepted the views expressed by 
their secretariats, even when those views were not 
in keeping with the Ad Hoc Committee's proposals. 
Such an approach was in a sense inevitable, Although 
the recommendations themselves were intended for 
general application, each specialized agency con
sidered them exclusively from the standpoint of its 
own particular structure and procedures. However, 
that approach might in some cases induce secre
tariats and governing bodies alike to lose sight of the 
need for reconciling their legitimate desire for inde
pendence with the more general objectives of co
ordination which the Ad Hoc Committee's recom
mendations were designed to achieve. Accordingly, 
Member States both in the General Assembly of the 
United Nations and in the governing bodies of the 
specialized agencies should keep a close watch 
on the implementation of the recommendations and 
should try to identify those in any or all of the organi
zations concerned, which were still not being carried 
out. 

15, Secondly, there was no doubt that the Ad Hoc 
Committee's recommendations as set out in its second 
report li had helped to clarify and harmonize the 
procedures used by various members of the United 
Nations family. For example, in the preparation, 
presentation and submission of budget estimates, 
nearly all the organizations had implemented the 
Ad Hoc Committee's proposals or were taking steps 
to do so. The annexes now attached to the budget 
estimates of all organizations, giving a breakdown of 
expenditure by main field of activity, helped member 
States to understand the estimates better and contri
buted to one of the objectives for which the Ad Hoc 
Committee itself had been established-namely, to 
introduce greater clarity into budgetary procedures. 
Furthermore, the secretariats and governing bodies 
of the agencies had commendably tried to improve 
their administrative and budgetary machinery along 
the general lines proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee, 
if not strictly in accordance with its recommendations. 
The detailed information submitted by the secretariats 
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for 
inclusion in the report before the Committee provided 
abundant evidence of that desire for improvement 
or reform. 

16, On the other hand, it could not be said that all 
the Ad Hoc Committee's recommendations had already 
been implemented or even that all of them were in 
process of implementation. Although the secretariats 
of the various agencies seemed to believe that many 
of the recommendations had already been satisfactorily 
implemented, much remained to be done. Some of the 
recommendations alleged to have been implemented 
completely had only been implemented in part or 
had not been implemented at all. While he was not 
questioning the good faith of the secretariats, he did 
wish to point out that the Ad Hoc Committee's recom-

li lb1d., Twenty-flrst SessiOn, Annexes, agenda Item 80, document 
A/6343. 
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mendations were being interpreted in different ways 
by different secretariats. In four particular areas, 
implementation of the recommendations still left 
much to be desired. 

17. First, with regard to transfers, the Ad Hoc 
Committee had observed that nearly all the budget 
estimates contained one disproportionately large 
appropriation line and therefore tended to restrict 
the freedom of executive heads of orgamzations to 
make transfers within appropriation lines, although 
it had left it to the competent organs vested wilh 
financial responsibility to decide which appropriation 
lines represented a disproportionately large per
centage of the total budget and what ought to be the 
size of the sub-headings. At the request of the execu
tive heads, who had admitted that their budgets con
tained disproportionately large appropriation lines, 
the agencies in general had decided that things should 
remain as they were, The Ad Hoc Committee's recom
mendation had, in fact, been rejected by those agencies 
-including the ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO-which 
had already taken decisions on the matter. Without 
passing judgement on their decisions, his delegation 
wished to point out that the practice of making 
transfers had a considerable effect on the financing 
of activities approved by legislative bodies, and that 
the present procedure of concentrating more than 
half the total appropriations in a single section made 
it much more difficult for member States to control 
budget performance. 

18. Secondly the Ad Hoc Committee had specifically 
recommended that unavoidable increases in expendi
ture should as far as possible be financed by adjust
ments within the budget, by savings, by a special 
appropriation line for minor contingent expenses 
and finally, as an exceptional measure, by drawmgs 
on the working capital fund. It had also suggested 
that miscellaneous income should be paid into the 
general fund, and not into the working capital fund. 
With the exception of one major specialized agency 
whose brief answer did not conceal its obvious 
refusal to comply with the Ad Hoc Committee's 
recommendation, the agencies in general had tried 
to prove that the procedures they were using were 
in keeping with the Ad Hoc Committee's recom
mendations. However, his delegatwn took a different 
view. Leaving aside the case of ICAO, which for six 
years had not asked for any additional contributions 
from member States to finance emergency expendi
ture, no substantial measures had been taken to 
implement the recommendations. Most organizations 
had confined themselves to observing that the practice 
of drawing on the working capital fund to finance 
unforeseen expenditure was convenient and was, in 
fact, authorized by the governing body. Agencies which 
did not have a special appropriation line for contingency 
expenses had not shown any desire to include one in 
then budget estimates. Yet additional expenditure had 
considerable repercussions on the national finances 
of member States, which were obliged to make addi
tional contributions which had not been foreseen when 
the initial estimates had been voted on. 

19. Long-term planning, as envisaged by the Ad Hoc 
Committee, consisted of a number of specific measures 
including an integrated system of long-term planning, 

programme formulation and budget preparation. As 
the recommendation had been made at a time when 
some agencies had already embarked on planning 
systems which were not based on common principles 
and objectives, the system proposed by the Ad Hoc 
Committee had been interpreted in different ways by 
different organizations. In the United Nations, prepara
tions for an integrated long-term planning system 
were now being started in certain fields of activity, 
and the main issue still to be resolved was that of 
reconciling programmes and resources. F AO was 
using the Indicative World Plan for Agricultural 
Development, endorsed in 1965, as the basis for a 
long-term planning system which was currently being 
worked out. UNESCO had adopted the principle of 
long-term planning, and the Special Committee of its 
Executive Board had been instructed to study the 
question. Furthermore, the UNESCO Executive Board 
had adopted a resolution in June 1968 providing for 
the comprehensive application of a planning system of 
the type advocated by the Ad Hoc Committee. Instead 
of long-term planning, WHO had adopted the idea of a 
"programme of work" which, in view of the constant 
changes in the world health situation, seemed to meet 
its requirements better. The French delegation en
dorsed the Secretary-General's observation in annex II 
of his report (A/7124) that the introduction of the 
system of long-term planning, as envisaged by the 
Ad Hoc Committee, was a complex and time-consuming 
process, and it wished to stress that the universal 
implementation of the Ad Hoc Committee's recom
mendations was the only way for the United Nations 
family successfully to co-ordinate and harmomze its 
programmes. 

20. On the question of conferences, meetings and 
documentation, the replies by the agencies were 
hedged with reservations. Some agencies were ob
viously unwilling to co-operate in planned and con
certed action with regard to conferences and meet
ings; others contemplated the possibility with little 
enthusiasm. The French delegation wished merely to 
suggest that, as the proliferation of meetings and 
conferences was jeopardizing the efficiency of secre
tariats, increased attention should be given to the 
matter. 

21. Finally, he agreed withtheAdvisoryCommittee's 
observation that implementation of the recommenda
tions had in general been slow and that, when agencies 
considered that their present procedures and practices 
were in conformity with the recommendations, it was 
questionable whether the aims of those recommenda
tions had been fully understood. His delegation would 
have liked the Secretary-General to subm1t an interim 
report to the General Assembly at its twenty-fourth 
session, at least on recommendations for which 
further implementation measures had been taken 
between the twenty-third and twenty-fourth sessions. 
However, in view of the comments made by the Chair
man of the Advisory Committee and by a number of 
other delegations, it had decided to support the Advi
sory Committee's proposal (A/7323, para. 8) that the 
Secretary-General should be requested to submit a 
complete report on the state of implementation at the 
twenty-fifth session. At the same time, it had noted 
that the Advisory Committee intended to keep under 
review the state of implementation and to report 
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thereon in its annual report on administrative and 
budgetary co-ordination. He hoped that implementation 
of the recommendations would be completed when the 
Secretary-General submitted his report in 1970. 

22. On behalf of the fourteen countries which had 
been represented in the Ad Hoc Committee, he intro
duced draft resolution A/C.5/L.958. Of the seven 
operative paragraphs, perhaps the most important 
was paragraph 5, by which the Secretary-General 
was requested to submit to the General Assembly 
at the twenty-fifth session not merely a descriptive 
report but also an analysis of the situation and, where 
applicable, of the reasons for non-implementation. 
Paragraph 6, which was based on the proposal con
tained in paragraph 9 of the Advisory Committee's 
report (A/7323) would ensure that the General As
sembly was provided with all the information it 
required at the twenty-fourth session pending receipt 
of the Secretary-General's complete report at the 
twenty-fifth session. With regard to operative para
graph 7 of the draft he recalled that the Ad Hoc 
Committee itself had pointed out that effective co
ordination would be achieved only through co-ordina
tion within Governments themselves of their O\Vn 

efforts and of the positions of their own represen
tatives to the several organizations. 

23. Mr. FREIFELD (Canada) recalled that at the 
twenty-second session most Member States had 
taken the view that the Secretary-General's report if on 
the implementation of the Ad Hoc Committee's recom
mendations had been too condensed. The report sub
mltted at the current session (A/7124 and Add.1 and 
Add.1/Corr.1) was not open to the same criticism. 
After studying the report, his delegation wished to pay 
a tribute to the Secretary-General and to the executive 
heads of the specialized agencies for their efforts 
to ensure the implementation of the Ad Hoc Com
mittee's recommendations. It was grateful to the 
Advisory Committee for its perspicacious comments 
on the Secretary-General's report, and hoped that 
they would be carefully noted by the appropriate 
officials both in the United Nations and in the spe
cialized agencies. It also wished to associate itself 
w1th the compliments paid to the Joint Inspection Unit 
at the 1262nd meeting by the delegation of the United 
States of America. 

24. At the same time, it was still concerned by the 
frequent breakdowns in the co-ordination machinery 
of the United Nations family. As development activi
ties had now increased considerably, it was more 
essential than ever that the limited resources of the 
United Nations should be applied to areas of greatest 
need and that duplication of effort, inefficient methods 
and obsolete activities should be eliminated. The 
Ad Hoc Committee's recommendations on long-term 
planning and co-ordination provided a sound basis 
for improving the operational efficiency of the United 
Nat ions family. His delegation fully supported the 
recommendations and believed that the United Na
tions, the specialized agencies and IAEA should 
vigorously pursue their implementation, so that the 
impetus provided by the Ad Hoc Committee's report 
would not be lost. Goverments of Member States, too, 
should adopt a positive and consistent policy in all 

il Ib1d., agenda Item 80, document A/6803. 

their activities within the United !\:ations family 
relating to budgetary and administrative procedures. 
In some cases, Governments declared their approval 
in principle of the ~.Q_Hoc Committee's recommenda
tions, but their delegations in the various governing 
bodies did not always support attempts to 1mplement 
the recommendations in the specialized agencies. 

25. As the Advisory Committee had noted in its 
report (A/7323), there was still much to be done in 
implementing the recommendations dealing with bud
getary matters. Some agencies had improved their 
budget presentation, but in other cases the estimates 
were presented in a way which made it difflCult for 
member States to obtain a clear idea of the purposes 
and relative values of the various projects and actlvi
ties proposed, or of the real cost to the agencies of 
the programmes they were undertal<ing. If the budget 
of each orgamzation was prepared in a clear, concise 
and comparable manner, member States would find it 
much easier to assess the value of programmes and 
of their own contributions. 

26. On the eve of the second United Nations Develop
ment Decade, for which realistic objectives would have 
to be established on the basis of agreed priorities, 
the need for more and better long-term planning, 
especially of development activities, was still acute. 
As the resources of the United Nations were limited 
in relation to its needs, only high priority tasks should 
be undertaken. Improved evaluation techniques should 
be applied throughout the United Nations family, so 
that member States would be able to profit from past 
experience when implementing new programmes and 
projects. 
27. His delegation attached great 1mportance to the 
introduction of biennial budgeting, wherever practi
cable, and welcomed the ILO's decision to adopt a 
biennial budget cycle. It also endorsed Economic and 
Social Council resolution 1379 (XLV) calling upon its 
subsidiary organs to consider the possibility of dis
pensing with summary records and requesting the 
Secretary-General to consider ways and means where
by, in cases where summary records were deemed 
to be essential, the cost of producing them could be 
reduced. Further consideration should be given to the 
possibility of improving the documentation produced 
by United Nations bodies. Longer documents might be 
prefaced by a summary and, where appropriate, by a 
list of the recommendations they contained. As the 
present number of conferences and meetings repre
sented a severe drain on the resources of the Secre
tariat and on the financial and human resources of 
Member States, his delegation looked forward with 
interest to the report of the Committee on Conferences. 

28. As Canada had been a member of the Ad Hoc 
Committee of Experts, his delegation was pleased to 
be one of the sponsors of the fourteen-Power draft 
resolution (A/C.5/L.958) and hoped that it could be 
put to the vote at that meeting, or possibly, the follow
ing one. 

29. Mr. ANWARZAI (Afghanistan) commended the 
Secretary-General for providing a report (A/7124 and 
Add.l and Add.l/Corr.1) which was a reliable source 
of reference. While it did not include an analysis of 
the information supplied by the respective organiza
tions and did not draw any conclusions regarding 
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matters still outstanding, the reasons for those 
omissions, as explained in the Advisory Committee's 
report (A/7323), were quite understandable. His dele
gation believed that implementation of the recommen
dations of the M1!2.£ Committee would help to remedy 
the unsatisfactory financial situation of the United 
Nations, but it was ayvare that the process of imple
mentation was not an easy one and should not be com
pleted hastily. Unfortunately, the report did not give 
a preuise ptdure of the extent of the implementation 
of General Assembly resolution 23GO (XXII). On the 
other hand, he was pleased to note that some progress 
had been made by the specwlized agencies. In view 
of the fact that the recommendations concerning con
feno,ices, meetings and documentation had been taken 
into account, he felt that it would be desirable if 
provision was made in the regular budget in future 
years to cover the costs of the conferences of all 
organizatwns connected with the United Nations. 
Lastly, his delegatwn wished to endorse the request 
that the Secretary-General should submit a progress 
report to the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth 
session. 

30. Mr. BYKOV (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) 
said that he f'ndorsed the proposal of the representa
tl ve of Canacla that a vote should be taken on the draft 
resobtion durmg that rneeang. That procedure would 
save time and expenditure. 

31. Mr. HERACLIDES (Greece) said that he felt sure 
the draft resolution would be adopted unanimously and 
that he saw no reason to delay the vote on it. However, 
it m1ght be possible to make certain improvements in 
the text. He suggested, for example, that no reference 
should be made to the Secretary-General m operative 
paragraph 7. The request contained in that paragraph 
should be addressed directly to Member States. More
over, since that was the real intention of the draft 
resolution, it would be more logical to alter the order 
of presentation by interchanging operative para
graphs 5 and 7. 

32. Mr. HENCIC (Yugoslavia) said that his delegation 
attached the greatest importance to full implemen
tation of the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Com
mittee of Experts. Although he recognized that some 
action had been taken, he could not but share the mis
glvings expressed in the Fifth Committee at the rela
tively slow pace of implementation. He was par
ticularly concerned at the fact that much was still 
to be done, a!'d that no headway had been made with 
regard to such items as standardization of nomen
clature and of financial regulations. Indeed, the whole 
matter of implementation of the recommendation had 
been long drawn out. It was true that the first report 
of the Secretary-General, submitted at the twenty
second session, had not been wholly satisfactory, but 
he agreed with the Chairman of the Advisory Com
mittee that a further report by the Secretary-General 
would be much more comprehensive if it was submitted 
at the twenty-fifth session. Consequently, his dele
gation supported the fourteen-Power draft resolution 
introduced by the representative of France and thought 
that it should be put to the vote as soon as possible. 

33. Mr. KABORE (Upper Volta) suggested a minor 
drafting change in the French text of operative para
graph 7 of the draft resolution. 

34. Mr. BANNIER (Chairman of the Advisory Com
mittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions) 
said that the draft resolution strengthened the recom
mendations made by the Advisory Committee in its 
report (A/7323). He wished to assure the sponsors 
that when the Advisory Committee held its annual 
meetings with the representatives of the specialized 
agencies and IAEA to discuss administrative and 
budgetary co-ordination, it would continue to review 
the situation and would bear in mind the desirability 
of achieving the fullest implementation of all of the 
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee. 

35. Mr. SILVEIRA DA MOTA (Brazil) said that the 
sponsors of the draft resolution found the Greek 
representative's suggestion to interchange operative 
paragraphs 5 and 7 very constructive and entirely 
acceptable. On the other hand, it would be preferable 
to retain the present wording of paragraph 7, since 
it had been the result of a compromise among the 
sponsors. 

36. Mr. HERACLIDES (Greece) said he was pleased 
that one of his suggestions had found acceptance. He 
would not insist on the deletion of the reference to the 
Secretary-General in the new operative paragraph 5. 

37. Mr. MSELLE (United Republic of Tanzania) said 
that there was some doubt in his mind as to the real 
meaning of the new operative paragraph 5 and he 
would be grateful for some clarification. 

38. Mr. VAN GREVENYNGHE (France) said that the 
new operative paragraph 5 had been inserted in the 
draft resolution because the Ad Hoc Committee had 
emphasized the difficulties that delegations might 
have in connexion with the implementation of its 
recommendations. It was felt that Member States 
should be made aware of the need to co-ordinate posi
tions within their own delegations. Unfortunately, a 
delegation's reaction to a particular question was 
often quite different when the same question was con
sidered in another body. The new paragraph 5 was 
intended solely to ensure an effective and unified 
approach to the recommendations. 

39. Mr. MSELLE (United Republic of Tanzania) said 
that he had some apprehension regarding the far
reaching implications of the new operative para
graph 5. It was true that a delegation might have 
different views on the same question in different 
committees, but he wondered who was to say what 
those views should be. He questioned whether the 
countries able to send large delegations should sit in 
judgement on other delegations. The request in that 
paragraph needed further consideration. It might 
even be necessary for members to consult their 
Governments and he proposed that the vote on the 
draft resolution should be deferred. 

40. Mr. FREIFELD (Canada) pointed out that the new 
operative paragraph 5 merely embodied one of the 
principal recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee 
which had been adopted unanimously by the Fifth 
Committee and by the General Assembly. That recom
mendation had been reproduced in the new paragraph 
solely because it required prompt implementation. 
He suggested that the best procedure for overcoming 
the present difficulty would be for delegations to consult 
privately. 
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41. Mr. VAN GREVENYNGHE (France) "aid that the 
concern shown by the representative of the United 
Republic of Tanzania was justifiable. It was not appro
priate for the Secretary-General to give instructions 
of any kind to Member States, which· were alone 
responsible for the position to be taken by their 
representatives. Nevertheless, the Ad Hoc Committee 
had recommended that the Member States should 
ensure co-ordination of the actions ofrepresentatives 
and he asked whether it would be more acceptable 
if the words "to call upon" were changed to "to 
remind". 

42. Mr. MSELLE (United Republic of Tanzania) said 
that at the twenty-second session (1178th meeting) his 
own delegation had stressed that many of the recom
mendations of the Ad Hoc Committee were of a general 
nature and liable to varying interpretations. His fears 
concerning operative paragraph 5 had not been allayed. 
If the Committee wished to proceed to a vote, his 
delegation would be obliged to request a separate vote 
on the new operative paragraph 5, and would have to 
abstain on that paragraph. 

43. Mr. TARDOS (Hungary), supported by Mr. 
SILVEIRA DA MOT A (Brazil), suggested that the best 
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procedure would be for the sponsors and the repre
sentative of the United Republic of Tanzania to consult 
and for the matter to be considered at a later stage. 
It was not imperative to vote on the draft resolution 
immediately. 

44. Mr. JERE (Zambia) said that, while he did not 
feel the same apprehension as the Tanzanian repre
sentative, new operative paragraph 5 merely reiterated 
what had been said in 1966. He considered that the 
paragraph did not serve any particularly useful pur
pose. Nevertheless, it would be more advantageous 
to defer the vote on the draft resolutwn. 

45. Mr. GINDEEL (Sudan) said that the draft reso
lution referred to many previous resolutions of the 
General Assembly and of the Economic and Social 
Council and that the matter was rather complex. It 
would be very difficult to reach a decision quickly. 

46. The CHAIRMAN said that, in view of the state
ments which had been made, consideration of the 
draft resolution would be resumed on the following day. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 
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